RBI Grade B Exam Paper, English Language: 2010
Direction (Qs. 1 to 5): Which of a phrases (1), (2), (3) as well as (4) since subsequent
any judgment should reinstate a word printed in confidant in a since judgment to have it
grammatically correct? If a judgment is scold as it is as well as no improvement is
required, afterwards symbol your answer as (5) :
Q.1. Ultimately he viewed a honour he deserve.
(1) Gained a honour he deserve
(2) Received a honour he deserves
(3) Received a honour he deserved
(4) Bags a honour he deserve
(5) No improvement required
Ans. (3)Received a honour he deserved
Q.2. we am all conflicting in a matter of a little of a Managers.
(1) Totally dispute to the
(2) Absolutely dispute by the
(3) Totally conflicting to the
(4) Completely conflicting in the
(5) No improvement required
Ans. (3)Totally conflicting to the
Q.3. Gayatri incited down a pursuit suggest to house her friend.
(1) Job offering in accommodate
(2) Job offers for accommodate
(3) Job suggest to accommodating
(4) Job suggest in accommodate
(5) No improvement required
Ans. (5)No improvement required
Q.4. She was sensitive which everybody of them have been wakeful of a fact.
(1) Were wakeful of
(2) Are wakeful of
(3) Was wakeful of
(4) Is wakeful of
(5) No improvement required
Ans. (3)Was wakeful of
Q.5. She has being venturing in to areas which she had always avoided in a past.
(1) Has been venturing into
(2) Has venturing into
(3) Would venturing into
(4) Had venturing into
(5) No improvement required
Ans. (1)Has been venturing into
Directions (Qs. 6 to 10): Read any judgment to find out either there is any grammatical
blunder or vernacular blunder in it. The error, if any, will be in a single partial of a
sentence. The number of which partial will be your answer. If there is no blunder
(ignore errors of punctuation, if any), afterwards your answer will be (5).
Q.6. They never suspicion (1) / which Joshi is (2) / oldest than a alternative (3) /
Professors in a Faculty. (4) / No blunder (5)
Ans. (3)

Q.7. Taken in to care (1) / a recommendation of his (2) / colleagues he motionless (3) /
to stay in a Institute. (4) / No blunder (5)
Ans. (1)
Q.8. we am approaching hit (1) / we someday in (2) / subsequent week to (3) / plead
with we in detail. (4) / No blunder (5)
Ans. (1)
Q.9. The military has creation (1) / any bid to yield (2) / most suitable assistance as
well as (3) / courtesy to any citizen. (4) / No blunder (5)
Ans. (1)
Q.10. He cannot repel (1) / all his income (2) / unless he do not (3) / give allege notice.
(4) / No blunder (5)
Ans (3&4)
Directions (Qs. eleven to 25): Read a following thoroughfare to answer these questions
since subsequent it. Certain difference / phrases have been printed in confidant to
assistance we fix up them while answering a little of a questions : The self-murder
attacks by belligerent Palestinian groups murdering immeasurable numbers of Israeli
civilians as well as a oppressive Israeli response, have lifted a renewed hopes of assent
in a region. It is Arafat?s care as well as management which have been being
exceedingly tested in a idealisation proviso of a west Asian crisis.
By accusing a Palestinian Authority (PA) of ancillary terrorism by groups, Israel hopes
to put vigour upon Arafat to act. Arafat, upon a alternative hand, has never looked a
reduction powerful force than he does today. If he acts conflicting a militants as well as
elements in his own Fatah transformation sympathetic to them, he risks a Palestinian
polite conflict. But if he chooses to do nothing, he faces wearing divided of his
management as well as all explain to a executive purpose in a assent process. Whatever
he does, sections of a Palestinians will reason which he has left as well distant as well
as Israel which he has not left for enough. This is, of course, because Arafat has
constantly shrunk from tough decision. He has refrained from curbing a belligerent
groups, explaining his inaction as required to say Palestinian unity.
The Palestinian leadership?s incapacity to urge mercantile conditions for a people has
been a wilful means in a wearing divided of a capability to act. Palestinians in Gaza have
targeted a PA as being obliged for their condition. The Militant organizations have
capitalized upon a PA?s disaster to settle a functioning executive infrastructure by
environment up a parallel welfare complement with a assistance of a millions of dollars.
Though a Palestinian confidence forces explain to have arrested some-more than 100
militants after a self-murder explosve attacks in Israel, the other identical belligerent
groups sojourn defiant, assured of their renouned await as well as of a faith which in a
idealisation research a PA care will stop reduced of wilful movement against them.
That a belligerent groups suffer renouned await in Gaza is frequency surprising. The
Gaza Strip currently resembles a immeasurable jail stay in which a little 1.2 million
Palestinians have been crammed. Despite the Oslo Accord, 7000 Israeli settlers still
sojourn in twenty percent of a Gaza?s area as well as have been stable by heavily armed
Israeli forces. With a brand new besiege of as well as endless incursion into PA tranquil
territories, a Israeli supervision has placed a total polite multitude in Palestine
underneath siege. Over 450 NGOs, 8 universities as well as countless alternative
educational, civic, social, developmental as well as illness institutions have had their
work detained as well as their critical services to a race blocked. An general discussion

upon Israel?s diagnosis of human rights in West Bank as well as Gaza, attended by
signatories to a 1949 Geneva Conventions, which has non-stop in Switzerland vital
Israeli as well as American protests, is approaching to censor Israel for a diagnosis of
civilians in a Palestinian territories.
Arafat?s station in in between Palestinians rests upon a management conferred upon a
PA by a general encampment to paint as well as verbalise for a Palestinians. Even a vital
belligerent group has so distant never plainly challenged Arafat?s leadership. Israel?s
idealisation infamous attacks destined conflicting a PA as well as Arafat benefaction a
general encampment with a risk which this precarious change of energy in a Palestinian
encampment might be destroyed. Continuance of a Israeli attacks can usually further
radicalize as well as toughen a attitudes of typical Palestinians. On a alternative hand,
Israeli moves to solidify serve enlargement of Jewish settlements in a West Bank as well
as Gaza and, as shortly as security conditions assent it, palliate a mercantile besiege of
Palestinian towns?however remote such measures crop up usually now?alone can revive
a management of a PA as well as give it a chance to get a hold upon Palestinian
militancy.
Q.11. Which of a following factors have lifted a goal for assent in West Asia?
A. Killings of Israeli civilians
B. Harsh reply of Israelites
C. Revocation of Oslo Accord
(1) Only A as well as C
(2) Only B as well as C
(3) Both A as well as B
(4) Either A or B
(5) None of these
Ans. (3)Both A as well as B
Q.12. Which of a following explains a miss of movement upon a partial of Palestinian
leader?
(1) He fears a armed forces movement conflicting him
(2) This according to him will bind assent process
(3) He feels which this step will keep Palestinians united
(4) He is severely disturbed about a lapse of his energy base
(5) None of these
Ans. (4)He is severely disturbed about a degeneration of his energy base
Q.13. What is idealisation research of alternative identical belligerent groups?
(1) The PA care will usually movement if a clear forceful action is taken upon a PA
(2) The suicidal attacks will usually irritate a situation
(3) The PA care should be changed
(4) The movement upon a Palestinians was justified
(5) None of these
Ans. (5) None of these
Q.14. Which of a following difference is usually conflicting in definition to a word
detained as used in a passage?
(1) Hindered
(2) Facilitated
(3) Felicitated
(4) Stopped

(5) Courage
Ans. (1)Hindered
Q.15. What does a word vital meant as used in a passage?
(1) Notwithstanding
(2) Concurring
(3) Welcoming
(4) Criticizing
(5) None of these
Ans. (1)Notwithstanding
Q.16.Which of a following most suitable describes a definition of a word challenged as
used in a passage?
(1) Questioned
(2) Accepted
(3) Attacked
(4) Scared
(5) None of these
Ans:(1)Questioned
Q. 17.Which of a following is a most identical word as accusing as used in a passage?
(1) Abusing
(2) Blaming
(3) Charging
(4) Responding
(5) Praising
Ans. (2)Blaming
Q.18. Which of a following is a approaching result of International Conference which is
in swell in Switzerland?
(1) To devaluate 1949 Geneva Convention
(2) Impose censorship upon promotion of PA
(3) To set up considerate family in in between Conflicting parties
(4) To put a quell upon Israel?s policies whilst treating civilians in an visitor territory
(5) None of these
Ans. (3)To set up considerate family in in between Conflicting parties
Q.19. Which of a following most suitable explains a word infamous as used in a passage?
(1) Dangerous
(2) Fatal
(3) Reoccurring as well as cyclic
(4) Cyclic though not reoccurring
(5) None of these
Ans. (3)Reoccurring as well as cyclic
Q.20. Which of a following most suitable explains a word remote as used in a passage?
(1) Far divided from reality
(2) Distant
(3) Most approaching to happen
(4) Control in someone else?s hand
(5) None of these
Ans. (1)Far divided from reality
Q.21. Who according to a thoroughfare conferred a management to PA?
(1) Arafat

(2) Israel
(3) Militant groups
(4) International community
(5) None of these
Ans. (4)International community
Q.22. Which of a following can revive a degenerating management of a PA?
A. Arresting a enlargement of Jewish settlements
B. Easening a mercantile besiege of Palestinian towns
(1) Only A
(2) Only B
(3) Either A or B
(4) Both A as well as B together
(5) Neither A or B
Ans (4)Both A as well as B together
Q.23. Which of a following is a most conflicting in definition as a word shrunk as used in
a passage?
(1)Coming forward
(2)Abdicating
(3)Control
(4)Expand
(5)None of these
Ans (1)Coming forward
Q.24. What might be a start of successive Israeli attacks?
(1) It might strap a disastrous perspective amongst a polite Palestinians
(2) It might fall short militancy from a simple roots
(3) It might reanimate a weakening care of a PA
(4) It might lift belligerent activities
(5) None of these
Ans (4)It might lift belligerent activities
Q.25. What dangers have been being viewed by a International Community?
(1)Both a nations might get broken if fight erupts
(2)The PA as well as Israel will never set upon a deal
(3)The attacks conflicting a PA might fall short a change of energy in Palestinians
(4)The militancy might widespread in alternative countries also
(5)None of these
Ans. (3)The attacks conflicting a PA might fall short a change of energy in Palestinians
Directions (Qs. twenty-six to 35): In a following thoroughfare there have been blanks,
any of which has been numbered. These numbers have been printed subsequent a
thoroughfare as well as conflicting each, 5 difference are suggested, a single of which
fits a vacant appropriately. Find out a suitable word in any case:
Whatever wealth India enjoyed in a seventeenth century left when a Mughal Empire
???(26) apart. The most evident means of this relapse was a religious intolerance, which
led to a open rebellion. It was to ???(27) these revolts which a extremist woman
monarch outlayed ???(28) years in a field, with measureless armies immoderate a
revenues of the country. There were, however, some-more entrenched ???(29) The
crime of officials as well as a hardship of a rank as well as file usually ???(30) divided a
empire?s hold up blood. For sometime, there had been a conspicuous decrease in a
impression of a statute class. Wars of period ???(31) wiped out a heading families, as

well as brand new red red blood from executive Middle East was no ???(32) recruited for
a aloft bureaucratic posts. Finally, a Mughal Empire was an visitor regime. It continues
to be so ???(33) Akbar?s process of conciliation was abandoned, as well as it wore itself
out perplexing to say a energy ???(34) a constant opposition, usually right divided as
well as afterwards sincere though regularly present, of a ???(35) citizens.
Q.26. (1)Joined
(2)Broke
(3)Dashed
(4)Banged
(5)Became
Ans. (2)Broke
Q.27. (1)Run out
(2)Crash
(3)Crush
(4)Cajole
(5)Motivate
Ans (3)Crush
Q.28. (1)No
(2)Hardly
(3)Many
(4)Inexpensive
(5)Most
Ans. (3)Many
Q.29. (1)Variables
(2)Attributes
(3)Characteristics
(4)Causes
(5)Affect
Ans. (4)Causes
Q.30. (1)Drained
(2)Gone
(3)Sucked
(4)Released
(5)Went
Ans (1)Drained
Q.31. (1)Has
(2)Have
(3)Was
(4)Did
(5)Had
Ans. (5)Had
Q.32.(1)Longer
(2)Pumped
(3)Far
(4)Candidate
(5)Shorter
Ans. (1)Longer

Q.33. (1)At
(2)Into
(3)Over
(4)After
(5)Before
Ans. (4)After
Q.34. (1)Far
(2)At
(3)Against
(4)Favouring
(5)For
Ans (3)Against
Q.35. (1)Discontented
(2)Weeping
(3)Ruling
(4)Calm
(5)Contented
Ans: (1)Discontented
Directions (Qs. 36 to 40): icon razz RBI Exam Question,RBI Exam Question of English
Language Subject,RBI Exam Question 2010 ick out a most in effect word/phrase from a
since difference to fill in a blanks to have a sentences meaningfully complete:
Q.,36. Tiwari?s weill-wishers went to a impassioned to _____ his commercial operation
reputation.
(1)Speak
(2)Enhance
(3)Cajole
(4)Provoke
(5)Advocate
Ans. (2)Enhance
Q.37. A organisation of youth college boys _____ a top rise of a Shivalik operation of a
Himalayas.
(1)Scaled
(2)Walked
(3)Climb up
(4)Avoided
(5)Won
Ans. (1)Scaled
Q.38. A special programme to lift a customary of vital of a encampment folks has been
_____ by a Government.
(1)Affixed
(2)Stalled
(3)Glued
(4)Launched
(5)Propose
Ans. (4)Launched
Q.39. A flock of elephants _____ ready to conflict a lion.
(1)Were
(2)Is

(3)Was
(4)Are
(5)Has been
Ans. (2)Is
Q.40. It is not probable this year to run this association with so most employees, but
augmenting a _____ of deficit.
(1)Loss
(2)Altitude
(3)Gain
(4)Magnitude
(5)Extend
Ans. (4)Magnitude

